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The Bulletins of this Station are mailed free to citizens of Connecticut
who apply for them, and to other applicants as far as the editions permit.

Professor Samuel \I-. Johnson may be well called the father
of the agricultural experiment station idea in this country. Beginning in 1855, his writings for the agricultural press on the
progress and results of scientific agriculture in Europe, his
reports on commercial fertilizers as chemist of the State Agricultural Society and later of the State 13oartl of Agriculture, his
frequent addresses a t farmers' meetings in all parts of the state
and his papers on science. as a n aid to agricultural practice,
prepared the way and urged on the movement to foulld an Agricultural Experiment Station in Connecticut. This was the first
Station to I,e establisl~eclin America ant1 so provetl its value as to
encourage other states inirnecliately to follow the example.
The portrait here reproduced was presented to the Station by
Professor Johnso~l's[laughter, 1Irs. 'Thomas 13. 0sl)orne.

SEMI-CENTENNIAL
of the

Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station

Seventy-five years ago Samuel W. Johnson beg-an his labors in
the interest of American agriculture. Through his contrihutions
to the agricultural press, his early analyses of fertilizers to expose
frauds, his addresses before agricultural societies, he soon became
a leader, especially in Connecticut, where he labored to improve
the status of the farmer and bring to him the teachings of science.
During these early years he never lost a n opportunity to urge the
need of research and the propriety of maintaining an agricultural
experiment station a t public expense. In 1875, after twenty years
of constant effort, Professor Johnson saw the fruit of his labors
in the establishment of this station. I t seemed appropriate, therefore, that the semi-centennial of this station, which marks the
passage of fifty years in experiment station history in this country,
should I)e fittingly recognized.
The announcement on the next page was sent to all experiment
stations, to many scientific institutions and societies in this country
and abroad and to the citizens of Connecticut. Following this
will be found a brief history of the station, its establishment and
government, its growth and some of its outstanding accomplishments. There are also included the two principal addresses
deliyered on this occasion. and reproductions of the portraits and
memorials presented to the station at that time.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH

THE STATION
The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station dates its birth
early in 1875. A t that time the General Assembly, voting that
the Trustees o f IVesleyan University a t Middletown had tendered
"the free use of laboratory and other facilities for establishing
and carrying on a n Experiment Station for the general benefit
and improvement of agriculture and kindred interests of the State
of Connecticut," appropriated $2,800 a year for two years for
its support. Prof. I\'. 0. Atwater of \Yesleyan University was
chosen director.
\lJith very limited means a t its disposal the Station's efforts
were chiefly directed to the examination of commercial fertilizers
and the study of their adaptation to special local requirements.
But the director saw clearly the real purpose of an agricultural
station, declaring that "it will be worthy of the name in proportion as it carries on accurate and thorough investigation and
experiment in agricultural science."
The usefulness of the Station was made so apparent that a t the
end of the two year period the State resolved to establish it a s
a separate and independent State institution. This was done by
a n act of incorporation approved March 21, 1877. T h e Station's
purpose was declared to be, "To promote agriculture by scientific
investigation and experiment." Five thousand dollars were
appropriated for its annual support and it was placed a t New
Haven.
Unlike other stations, afterwards organized, it is not connected
with any other institution and has the corporate rights to receive
and holtl real and personal property and to sue and be sued in
courts. I t is managed by a Board of Control of eight members,
one each appointed by the State Board of Agriculture, the State
-4gricultural Society. Wesleyan University and the Sheffield Scientific School and two by the Governor. The Governor of the
State and the Station director are .ex-oficio members. Of the
original members four were leading farmers. one an agricultural
editor and one a professor in the State Agricultural College.
Prof. S . Mr. Johnson was chosen director.
The Station for a time occupied an office and laboratory in tlie
Sheffield Scientific School given by the School for its use without
charge, but in 1882 the General Assembly provided a permanent
home in Xew Haven, which the Station has occupied ever since.
with ahout six acres of land, a dwelling house and barn. A
laboratory was also built for its use.
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WILBUR0. ATIVATER,PH.D., LL.D.
First Direclor, Corznectic~~t
Agric~rltrrral E.rpcri~ricrtt Statio~t,187j-1877.
Graduated from Wesleyan University (A.B.), 1865 ; graduate student,
Yale University (Ph,D.), 1869, Leipz~gand Berlin, 1869-1871 ; Professor
of Chemistry. Tennessee, 1871-1873 ; Maine State College, 1873 ; Wesleyan
University, 1873-1907; First Director, Storrs Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1888-1902; Founder and Director, Office of Experiment Stations,
United States Department of Agriculture, 1888-1891; Established the
series of United States Farmers' Bulletins, 1889; Special Agent, Nutrition
Investigations, 1891, Chief in 1893, and until some three years before his
death carried on the long series of dietary studies and investigations with
the respiration calorimeter ; Honorary LL.D., University of Vermont,
1904; Recipient of the Elliot Cresson gold medal of the Franklin Institute,
and gold medal from the Paris Exposition in 1900, and other medals.
Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science; member
American Chemical Society, American Physiological Society, Washington
Academy of Sciences, and of many foreign societies. Born, Johnsburg,
N. Y., hlay 3, 1844. Died. Middletown, Conn., September 22, 1907
(Illustration by courtesy of the Wesleyan University Alumni Association.)
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Since then the Station has acquired from the income of the
Lockwood fund, to be noticed later, a n experiment field and
orchard of 35 acres a t Mt. Carmel; I 3 acres of land with barns,
sorting and fermenting rooms and a small greenhouse for tobacco
experiments a t TVinclsor;* tracts of 150 acres in \Yindsor and
Granby and 4 acres in Enfield for esperiments in forestry.
On the Station land in New Haven have been built, a s the need
developed, greenhouses, a large fireproof laboratory (the Johnson
Laboratory) accommodating most of the departments, a smaller
laboratory for the soils work and the plant breeding department
ancl various small buildings for storage, etc. T h e original chemical laboratory has been made over for a lil~rary.
The steady growth and diversification of the Station's work, a s
they were made possible by appreciation of its service and by
federal and state appropriations, may be indicated a s follows :
From the beginning, studies of fertilizers, seeds, feeding stuffs.
of analytical methods were carried on. I n 1882 began investigations in the interest of dairying; the examination of foods in
1885, a food law being passed in 189;; of drugs in 1907; a
department of economic botany was organized in 1888; investigations of the protein I~ocliesfollo\vecl in 1890. A department of
horticulture, soon becoming entomology. was established in 1896;
of forestry in 1901; of plant breeding in I905 ancl of soils in
1022.
-,-,,-

The Station has also been charged with much control work by
special statutes. F o r instance, the fertilizer control; the control
of foods and drugs, in cooperation with the Dairy and Food Commissioner; nursery and orchard inspection; control of insect and
fungous pests, in immediate charge of the State Entomologist and
Rotanist, both members of the staff; the work of mosquito
elimination ; Idister rust eradication ; ancl apiary inspection.
For years the State forester was also a member of the staff.
The Station forester, entomologist and botanist are a n examining
board to examine and certify those who are qualified to practice
remedial treatment of trees outside their home towns.
TVhat has the Station accomplished in these fifty years? I t is
impossible here to answer in detail. T h e few items mentioned
l,elow can only serve as examples of its work. I t should be
remembered that at its beginning there was n o telephone exchange
in the state, no radio, no trolley service. no automobile. no hardened
state roads. No one Itnew definitely about the nitrocen-fixing
1ial)its of the legumes or the control of insects and f u ~ i ~ o u s
diseases ; there was not a spraying outfit in the state. nor a silo.
There was no efficient grange organization. T h e only farmers'
patliering of importance, outside of local farmers' clubs, was the
alinual meetin: of the State Board of Agriculture.
*These last with the help of an association of tobacco dealers and growers.
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SAMUELW. JOEINSOX,
M.A.
Director, Connecticz<t Agric~dturalE.rpcrirrzcnt Station, 1877-1899.
Student, Yale University, 1849-1850; Instructor in Chemistry, Physics
and Human Physiology, State Normal School, Albany, N. Y., 1851-1852;
Student, Leipzig, 1853-1854, Munich, 1854-1855; Honorary M.A., Yale
University, 1857; Professor of Agricultural Chemistry, Yale University,
1856-1896; Emeritus, 1896; Associate Editor, An~erican Journal o f
Sciences, 1869-1880; member National Academy of Sciences, American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, Society for the Promotion of Agricultural
Science, and American Chemical Society, of which he was president in 1878.
Author of "How Crops Grow," 1868, translated into six other languages;
"How Crops Feed," 1870, translated into four other languages. Born.
Kingshoro, N. Y., July 3, 1830. Died, New Haven, Conn., July 21,1909.
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In its early days the Station staff was its own "Extension
Service" and went wherever its members could get a hearing.
explaining its work; sometimes using its bulletins as a text, often
greatly encouraged and sometimes saying with the prophet, "\\'ho
hath believed our report?" Personal relations with farmers and
the give and take of the discussions which such gatherings made
possible established a helpful relation and mutual understanding
which made an enduring basis for the Station's usefulness.
Some illustrations of its work, a s set forth in a History of
Connecticut, are the following:
"It taught and proved by field trials the value of spraying for
the protection of field crops and orchards from fungi and insects.
I t has studied the life history of each new insect and fungus
pest as it has appeared and the best methods of fighting i t : the
San JosC scale, the gypsy moth, the pine blister rust, the elm leaf
beetle, etc. I t has directed the work of mosquito elimination and
accomplished much with the insufficient means a t its disposal.
I t substituted for the very unfair method of payment of cream
by the space, the Babcock method of determining and paying for
butter fat only, by adapting it for cream gathering creameries and
proving its value.
I t made, at the request of dairymen, a comparison of economy
between the gravity and the separator systems of raising cream
for butter-making creameries.
By its inspection and reports it has exposed the frauds in foods
and fertilizers and driven most of them out of the State before
the Federal Government undertook any of that work. A s a part
of that work it has examined all the special foods made and
recommended for diabetic patients and the reports on them are the
standard reference for specialists in the treatment of this disease.
The long continued and fruitful researches of Dr. Osborne have
identified and showed the ultimate and structural composition and
properties of the principal vegetable proteins.
An inquiry into their relative nutritive value led to extensive
stuclies in nutrition, has perfected a new and most fruitful method
of experiment in this field, has led t o the discovery of vitamines
and stuclies of their function and to medical studies on the cause
of rickets, infertility, etc.
The study of plant breeding here has shown the futility of
certain recommended methods of breeding and selection and by
methods first adopted here has produced new and improved strains
of corn and tobacco and has demonstrated methods of developing
superior strains of field crops which have secured general
recognition.
I t introduced into the State the successful growing of shade
tobacco and the method of fermentation in bulk and by its very
elaborate field tests with fertilizers has greatly advanced the
tobacco-growing industry in the State.
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EDWARD
H. JENKINS,PH.D.
Director. Connccticz~t Agriczdksral Expcri~nent Station, 1900-1923;
E~nwitus,1923.
Director, Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, 1912-1923; graduated
Yale University (A.B.), 1872; graduate student a t Leipzig, 1875-1876, and
then a t Yale, receiving the Ph.D. in 1879. Chemist, Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1877-1900, Vice Director, 1884-1900, Treasurer,
1901-1923; Chairman, Connecticut'state Sewerage Commission, 1897-1903;
Charter member and President, Association of Official Agricultural
Chemists and member of its first Committee on Food Standards; President,
1913, Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment
Stations ; Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science ;
member, Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science; Author of
t\gricultr~re in Osborn's History of Connecticut. 1925. Born, Falmouth,
Mass., May 31, 1850, now lives at 108 East Rock Road, New Haven, Conn
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The station established an experimental forest for the study o f
forest problen~s,aided in the planting of private and corporation
forests, besides giving advice by addresses and field demonstrations in the management of the farmer's wood lot.
These illustrations. by no means a summary, give some idea of
the range of the station's work and show how it has gradually
become a public service agency. While designed solely for the
benefit of agriculture and while its main effort is directed to that
end, circumstances have drawn it in several directions into the
service of the whole community."
The State has increased appropriations to the Station from time
to time, as its necessities required and the contributions made hy
the Federal government, one-half of which go to this Station, are
known to all.
Important individual gifts to the Station should be noticed.
11s. ~ ~ ~ i l l iR.
a mLockwood of Norwalk, Conn., who died June 10.
1896, left half of his estate in trust to the Station and the other
half conditionally. This also eventually came into the trust.
the whole amounting to a little more than $2oo,ooo. T h e principal was to be held intact and the income to be used "in the
promotion of agriculture by scientific investigation ant1 experiment and by diffusing a l<nowledge of the practical results thereof
aruong the people of the State of Connecticut" a s the governing
body of the Station deem most useful. I n case of misuse of the
trust, or i f the Station ceases to exist. the trust terminates ancl the
principal is given to the Slieffield Scientific School. This wholly
unexpected gift has heen a great boon and has made possible a
development of the Station's usefulness which would have been
impossible without it.
Prof. S. W. Johnson gave to the Station library, which now
contains more than 14,000 volumes, 500 books from his own
library, including very valuable series of agricultural and scientific journals. not otherwise obtainable. More recently his sonin-law, Dr. T. B. Osborne of the Station staff, has enriched the
library by a much larger collection of rare and valuable works.
This very brief sketch necessarily omits any detailed account o f
the many pioneer undertakings, of the men who made them possible ancl of the present scope of the work.
A complete history o f
.
the Station may be presented later.
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ADDRESSES
The Relation of the Federal Government
and the State Experiment Station

The Department of Agriculture extends cordial greetillgs and
congratulations t o this station on its fiftieth anniversary, a n occasion of national interest because of the very significant forward
step it commemorates. T h e station occupies a unique position as
the original ancestor of a large and influential family, the progenitor of a new race in this country.
Age itself entitles to respect; age with noteworthy accomplishment brings honor and veneration. T o be the forerunner of an
idea which has proved so sound and practical as to be propagated
in every State and Territory of the Union, and i n the distant
islands of the seas, is just cause for pride and self-congratulation.
But modesty has always characterized this station, and it will be
for its friends to bring the mete of praise it so well deserves.
I n Washington we looli with pride on the record of the Connecticut Station, and revere the names of its originators and
leaders: Johnson, who a s teacher, writer, and advocate, occupied
a foremost position and wielded a n influence exceeded by none;
Atwater, who had the enthusiasm and persistence t o impress others
and to carry him over periods of opposition and discouragement;
Jenkins, whose whole career has been devoted to this institution,
and who for some forty years carried forward its high traditions
and created here, a s he modestly puts it, "an atmosphere and a
somewhat comfortable place for research workers." All honor
to them !
This station has served its State not only, but its country. I t
long since ceased to be merely a State institution ; it belongs also
to the Nation. A s no man liveth to himself, so no such institution
as this esists merely f o r its own community. Its benefits and
relationships are limited only by the range and the appliczt'ion
of its work; and in the sense that its work and influence have been
of country-wide importance, it has come to belong to -American
agriculture. I t is a worthy contribution of the State to the national
welfare through the advancement of sound I<nowledge.
The Connecticut Station was one of the first to take a broad
view of research which reached into the fundan~entalsof science
as a means for understanding the common things in agriculture.
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I t set a standard for work which reveals not merely the bare facts
but their real meaning and significance. I t has dealt with simple
things in a large way. What it has undertaken has been done in
no superficial manne,r, but by digging deep to find out what lay
back of the things seen, realizing that these are not themselves
causes but manifestations. Its work has lived u p to the declaration
in an early writing of Dr. Johnson. that "it is not the novelty
or the glory of discovery. but the genuineness of discovery that
is of first importance." I t was a bold stroke for a public institu-

This building housed the Station during t h e first two years, 1875-1877.
T h e Station quarters were on the ground floor in the southwest corner and
are shown a t the right of the picture.

tion established with practical ends in view-a new demonstration
of what is practical. I t has helped to show the impracticality of
half truths, and the permanent value of inquiry that is thoroughgoing.
There used to be a homely saw that what man doesn't know
doesn't hurt him, o r he does not worry about. Doubtless this
was never to be taken too seriously, but to a n extent it expressed
a n attitude a t one time. T h e establishment of this experiment
station was a direct answer to any such philosophy, even a s applied
to the backward art of farming. I t was a response to a growing
conviction that what man does not know he ought to make an effort
to find out, and that in some things this is a just concern of the
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State. Mankind has learned by hard experience that lack o f
knowledge or misbelief has been the greatest source of loss and
worries and mistakes, but the founding of this station was the
first public expression by any State of this co~lclusiona s related
to the industry on which all depend. I t was a recognition of the
power of research to free from error and guide to progress. I t
is worth while recalling these facts as showing what this anniversary really means.
Two great agencies have been set up in this country for the
advancement of farming-the
Department of Agriculture a t
IVashington and the experiment stations in the States. They are
separate in organization but have a common purpose, and they
bear a relationship in many ways unique in the domain of research.
I t is interesting to recall that the Department of Agriculture
and the agricultural colleges were provided for by Congress in
the same year, 1862. T h e establishment of the Department was a
realization of President IYashington's hope, and a response to
public opinion sponsored by the U. S. Agricultural Society. The
colleges were founded on confidence in science and the ability of
its teachings to advance the art and malie i t more self-reliant.
Both the Department and the colleges fostered research, although
they made relatively slow progress in it.
Farming in this country had depended largely on lool<ing 11ackward, on following the experience and traditions of the past. I11
contrast to this, the experiment station was a proposal to looli
forward. T o some extent the facts of science were being l~rought
to bear on agricultural questions, but they were mostly derived
from borrowed science developed under quite different conditions
and frequently misapplied. Here was a plan to anticipate practical
experience, to aid in its correct interpretation, and to get new
scientific facts applying to our own conditions. Public support
f o r it grew slowly until the State of Connecticut had the courage
and the vision to take the first step.
A t that time the Department of Agriculture had a total appropriation of but little over $~OO.OOO,
the largest items of which, aside
from salaries, were for seeds, the collection of statistics, and
printing. There were allotments of $24,000 for the experimental
garden and grounds, $4,500 for the museum and herbarium, and
$1.300 for the maintenance of a laboratory. These represented
the scientific activities of this National Department when the movement in Connecticut was a t its height, and nowhere else were any
public monies provided f o r agricultural investigation. Against
such a background, the establisl~mentof this station and the winning of support f o r this new idea stand out in their true
significance.
Once the example was set and the initial step taken, other States
followed one by one, and a movement was soon set on foot for
Federal aid to provide stations in all the States. I n this Dr.
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Johnson was active. A bill introduced in Congress in 1883 was
without result? and in the summer of 188; the Commissioner of
Agriculture called a convention of agricultural colleges and experiment stations in \Vashington to promote the movement. The convention endorsed a new measure which had been introduced. and
appointed a committee to follow it u p ; and two years later, in
1887, the Hatch Act was passed, which laid the foundation for a
national system with an annual appropriation of $15,000 to each
State.

H e r e the Station mas quartered for five years, 1877-1882. T h e rooms
used by the Station were on the ground floor of the wing and are shown
at the right of the picture.

This nation-wide subsidizing of research in agriculture was
evidence of the change which had come in the conception of the
relationship of the Federal Government and the States. I t was
a recognition of a joint responsibility i n developing the industry
of agriculture on a high stage of efficiency, and it was a new
expression of what the general Government may do under the
Constitution for the promotion of public welfare. The appropriation of money for use of the States was a new departure; and the
amount carried was considerably more than most of the dozen
existing stations were then receiving. Indeed only one had a
State appropriation equlal to the new Federal grant; most of them
had less than half.
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The Hatch -\ct came twenty-five years after the Land-Grant
Act providing for agricultural colleges, and it was only a beginning. Kineteen years later the Federal support was doubled under
the Adams Act, and in nineteen years more, in February last, the
then prevailing amount was trebled by the Purnell Act. W h e n
this latest - k t comes into full maturity each State will receive
@O,OOO
a year. or six times its original donation i n 1887. I t was
a very significant thing. as the Secretary of Agriculture remarked,
that "at a time when the Federal Government is working under a n
administrative policy which calls for strict economy i n the appropriation and use of public funds, both the President and the
Congress have given their support to a substantial increase i n the
Federal funds for the use of the agricultural experiment stations
in all the States." I t was a fitting climax for this anniversary
year.
The official relationship between the Federal Department of
Agriculture and the experiment stations dates from the establishment of the national system. Provision was then made for a
central office in the Department to aid and promote the work of
the stations in all possible ways. I t is worthy of mention that the
first director o i that oftice was Dr. 147. 0. Atwater, under whom
the station in this State was originally organized. H i s vision was
a broad one and his belief in the possibilities of the new system
was well-nigh boundless. H i s influence in advocating proper
standards and ideals was very large in those formative years.
The relationship ot' the Department has been progressive with
the growth of the enterprise. Naturally such sums of public funds
as were involved were found t o deserve a measure of oversight
which would secure their adequate use in accordance with the
plans and purposes originally designed; and there were methods
and standards and policies to be established. One can not speak
of this official relationship without referring to the spirit and
purpose which have characterized it from all sides, for these have
been fundamental in preserving the harmonious, sympathetic feelin^ which has prevailed. I remember the quite natural feeling of
uncertainty and apprehension which the more definite provision
for supervision in the early nineties caused in some quarters, but
this was soon allayed by the fair-minded, considerate course
pursued by Dr. True. \vho had these matters in charge for so many
year>.
The adn~inistrationof the Federal funds has been actuated by
no desire of the Department to assume any of the functions
or responsibilities ot' the State in the management of the stations,
or to determine the lines of work to be followed. There has I)een
no suggestion of coercion or control, no purpose to dominate o r
subordinate, no stipulation of State appropriations. T h e stations
are recognized by law as State institutions. and special effort
has been directed toward maintaining their individuality and
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strengthening their organizations. This policy of helpfulness and
co-operation has been the guiding motive through all the years;
and as one fully realizing the opportunity for misunderstanding,
may I say, t o the credit of the experiment stations, that I can
conceive of no finer relationship between the Federal Government
and the States.
I n such a nation-wide system, with the varied conditions found
in the States, there are some things a central agency can do more
effectively than the individual institutions. One of these is the

GESERALOFFICE A N D LIBRARY.
Director's residence and office a t right, General Library at left. Property
purchased in 1882. The brick building was erected in 1 8 2 , equipped as a
chemical laboratory and used for that purpose until the completion of
Johnson Laboratory in 1910. Then it was fitted wit11 book shelves and
has since been used as the General Library of the Station.

shaping of policies and guarding from harmful interference. The
Federal laws and their interpretation have given a basis for sound
policies and practices, and have s e t off the field of research from
other types of activity. While such interpretations carry no
authority beyond the funds from the general Government, the local
authorities have applied them in large measure to the entire institution. This served in the early years to build up a sentiment and
custom which have safeguarded the stations and their personnel.
Local politics, which for a time menaced the management in some
sections, have practically been eliminated. A power and authority
which have rarely needed to be invoked have had a steadying influence, esercised through counsel rather than force.
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The Federal relation also has been directed toward the development of standards for the work of the stations, viewing it from a
broad viewpoint. This was especially the case during the formative period, when the local conception of their field and function
was less clear and when the methods were in a n initial stage.
I\luch of the work was of elementary character, and sometimes
tarried unduly in that stage. There were few leaders and many
leaners, with the result that there was much imitation and duplication. S ~ i c hduplication was frequently unwarranted because it
was not co-ordinated o r correlated, and hence did not advance the
subject or lead progressively to the next stage a s it should.
Duplication and repetition have been a frequent subject of
criticism from various sources. A s distinguished from replication, there has been some ground for it. I n a measure, it has been
difficult to excuse, because the means have long been a t hand for
guarding against it. A review of the progress of agricultural
research throughout the world has long constituted one of the
Department's contributions in aid of investigation, and latterly
lists of the projects of all the stations, classified and subdivided
by topics, have been prepared annually for circulation. Still work
has sometimes continued after it was calculated to add substantially
to what is known, beyond a further confirmation often amounting
only to a local demonstration. This, happily, is passing, and the
condition is one of the evidences of increased strength and
progress.
Furthermore, there has sometimes seemed to be a feeling that
agricultural science is different from other science, and that
research in agricultural subjects is different in quality and essentials from that in other lines. This view affected much of the
earlier work of the stations-expressed in the attempt to get quick
returns by short cuts. Because the aim was immediately practical
there was sometimes a feeling that thoroughness and completeness
were not essential, and that superficial efforts were quite a s appropriate to the subject as more profound ones which could not be
understood by the general public.
Empirical findings often served a temporary purpose a t that
stage, but it was soon found that the end of borrowed science and
short-cut tests was reached, and many perplesing exceptions began
to arise. The need was evident for .broad truths and a better
understanding of things observed. I t was discovered that the
farmers could not be given infallible rules and formulas, a s had
sometin~esbeen expected, but that the reasons and limitations must
be worked out to give a n intelligent basis for individual judgment.
The farmer must be a man of self-reliant judgment, able to use
discriminatingly the tools which a r e prepared for him. H e can be
taught new facts but he never can be freed from the making of the
applications to his own case and conditions.
There is an important difference between reducing experimental
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results to practice-testing
their applica11ilit~- ancl working out
their practicability, and the attempt to make rules and formulas
for general application. One is interpretation. the other is predigested information without caution as to its use.
I t is the glory of the experiment stations that their most scientific inquiries have a practical objective. and tlieir work does not
end urltil it has been shown how it fits into practice. But many
o f tlieir inrlestigations will, for the time l ~ e i ~ i gseem
,
to be o f a

JOHNSONLABORATORY.
The present building occupied by the Departments of Analytical
Chemistry, Eiochemistry, Eotany, Entomology and Forestry. T h e easterly
wing was erected in 1905,and the larger portion of the building completed
in 1910.

theoretical nature. and require tolerance and confidence on the
part of the public.
Much that is designed to be strictly practical misses the mark.
T h e very directness o i its aim runs it to the ground. One of the
things learned in these years of experience is that more often the
shot with the high trajectory malces the decisive hit.
\Ire need to increase the procluct of research. Changing conditions bring a constantly increasing group of problems which crowd
for solution. A scientific fact remains unchanged. but it may be
brought into new applications, and new facts will be needed to
add to it and increase its potency. What we do not understand
to-day we hope to understand to-morrow, through the agency of

new research, and this will malie practice more enlightened and
effective.
This is the basis o f the Purnell Act, and of responsibility for
the selection of live projects on the basis of permanent a s well
as temporary and local needs. T h e feeling that research is a
creative function and not alone routine, and certainly not demonstration, finds general acceptance, and it is guiding the Department
and the stations in the de~elopmentof plans under the new Act.
It constitutes a further enlargement of relationships, with new
standards and policies to be worked out.
The Pur~iellAct is designed to give further aid to a group o f
institutions in existence from 3; to 50 years. It is to enable them
to build upon what has been d o n e t o broaden and strengthen
the foundations where necessary, and progressively to carry the
superstructure higher. Usuallj~ it will be some years before
the roof can be put on, but tlie lower stories can be underpitlnetl
to make the structure secure, and one story after another added.
The duplication of structures on a n insecure foundation or according to plans shown to be inadequate is of course to be guarded
against.
.\I1 research. whether actively co-01,erative or not. needs to be
co-ordinated in the sense that it is planned and proceeds on tlie
basis of what others have clone and are doing-i. e.. in accordance
with the general status of the subject. If the work is constructive it will be guided by a constructive purpose: the defects or
deficiencies or the limitations of what already exists will be the
basis for the further effort. This may mean the necessity for
laying the fountlations deeper. I t may mean rebuilding in part.
or remodeling-sometimes
only renovating; but in any event it
will bear relation to what already stands, unless it be a new structure on a new site, in which case it will represent a new vision.
Despite all the uncertainties of research it is believed these
things can he largely determined in advance and stated in the
proposal. Clearness about them is evidence of preparation, and
justification f o r the new undertaking. These are first steps in
starting a new project; and so in passing upon such new proposals
stress is being laid on a clear ol,jective. a point of departure which
takes account of the general status of knowledge in the subject.
ant1 procedure which is adequate a t the start. The point of view
ant1 the method often will change as the investigation progresses,
but at the outset it seems reasonable to expect that they should be
forward-looking and constructive. Such a standard of quality
is in the interest o f all concerned. I t will help to meet the high
responsibility which tlie large sums of money received for research
now entail.
I n a further attempt to promote forward-looking and conclusive investigations under this new fund, more extensive co-operation in research has been strongly urged by Department and station
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people, and is more definitely in mind than ever before. T h e
Department has a great variety of work which needs to be brought
into harmony and relation with similar worlc in the stations. T h e
Secretary of Agriculture is anxious that this should be done. H e
has declared his belief that "co-operation is good for research
people as well as for farmers. IYaste and needless duplication
are just as reprehensible in research a s in the handling o f farm
products, ancl the Department of Agriculture and the experiment
stations should set farmers an example in the elimination of
wasteful methods."
Co-operation is not here used in the restricted sense of orgatlized
effort under a definite agreement ancl assignment of parts, but to
refer to co-ordinated or correlated effort a s contrasted with every
man for himself. Research is a n individual product, true enough.
but in the experiment station it is R public enterprise, not a private
one. IVithout repressing individuality and without dampening the
incentive which comes from individual attainment-all
highly
important, a good deal is believed to be practicable in arranging
co-operation on many-sided problems, in effecting a n increased
measure of co-ordination o r correlation, and in bringing worlcers
into closer association.
This view and objective have led to something of a n extension of
the Department's relations with the experiment stations. A number of subjects which lend themselves to co-operation have been
selected by the stations, and these have been outlined by conimittees of specialists. Most if not all of them involve lines in
which the Department is active, but this will not mean the assumption of direction or leadership. Many worl<ers already have set
up projects under these topics which will fit into the broader
inquiry. Similarly, more local o r regional subjects have been
s tudy. I n the newer
selected f o r co-operative or co-ordi~~ated
fields of agricultural economics, home economics, and sociology,
in which there now is rapid expansion, the opportunity is especially
inviting.
,
Not everyone will care to join in such enterprises; many
worlcers already have lines of inquiry under which they will wish
to continue; others may prefer to d o their work independently.
There will be no coercion-at least from the Department, anxious
as it is that co-operation should. have a fair trial and that much
of its own worlc should be joined up with that in the States.
These things have n o claim to novelty. They are only given a
new setting and a new emphasis by the advanced stage which has
been reached and the new epoch of expansion. They were more
o r less definitely in the minds of the early founders, and the!were exemplified by them and by their successors. They are cited
to illustrate the close relationship of the Federal Department and
the experiment stations, and the common ends toward which they
a r e striving.

Influence of Experiment Stations on
American Agriculture

Fifty years ago the first of this month tlie Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station was organized. Within the next ten
years, a dozen or more states had followed this example. T h e
success of these new ventures was so immediate and so generally
recognized that there was no very great difficulty in securing the
passage by Congress of the Hatch Act to provide Federal aid f o r
the establishment of similar stations in each state in the Union.
\Vith the establishment of the station in \Vyoming in 1891,only
sisteen years after the organization of the Connecticut station,
the chain of Federally-supported state agricultural experiment
stations was complete. I cite this familiar history of a n almost
unparalleled development of a national policy for the promotion
of agricultural welfare, in order to point out and to emphasize
the wisdom of the founders of this Connecticut station and a s the
starting point for this discussion of the influence of the experiment
stations upon American agriculture.
I n most of the states, these stations were organized as a unit of
the land-grant college and under the administrative supervision
of the same officers who administered the teaching functions of
the institution. I n a few states, there were organized experiment
stations which were entirely separated in their location, administration, functions, and activities from the teaching service. These
separate stations apparently reflect a recognition a t the time of
their establishment of the need for agricultural research a s a part
o f the State's agricultural clevelop~nentrather than a s an adjunct
to the teaching of agriculture in the college. Such ail individual
function of the station is now very generally recognized in all of
the states. But in most cases, the agricultural research work is
closely associated with the teaching duties of the faculty of the
agricultural college, and in about one-half o f the states the college
itself is an integral part of the slate university. with its graduate
school which also has general research possibilities.
Under these circumstances. there has often been a failure to
differentiate sharply between the esl~erimentstation research function and the university research function. Also, since tlie development o f the extension service has taken over, in recent years, most
o f the opportunity and responsibility for direct contact of the
research worlcers a t the stations with the ultimate users of the
constructive results of their efforts, there is oftell a failure by the
general public to recognize the source of this new illformatioll and

J

to "give credit where credit is due." F o r this reason, it has seemed
to me that it is wholly fitting and proper to use this anniversary
occasion to point out just what is the contribution which the
experiment stations have made, can malie and will make in the
future to agricultural welfare.
Reference has been made frecluently to the fact that the earlier
activities of the first experiment stations were largely in connection with the securing of data which led to the passage of various
laws for the protection of farmers from fraud in the sale of

.

T h e wood building a t the right houses on the first floor the Department
of Soil Research and on the second floor the Department of Plant Breeding.
T h e building was erected in 1888 for the Botanical Department and later
the Entomological Department used the second floor, both Departments
moving into Johnson Laboratory on its completion in 19x0. The greenhouse
was erected in 1895,and the central heating plant marked by the tall chimney
was constructed in 1917; this contains a small assembly room.

fertilizers, feeding stuffs, etc., and later in aiding in the enforcement of these laws. Sometimes it has been said that these activities hardly justified the name "experiment station," and in later
years it has become fairly customary to loolc upon these regulatory
activities of the stations a s of a somewhat lower order of service to
agriculture than the research work of the station. But I a m
inclined to thinlc that this earlier type of service reflects an
attitude by and toward the station which we ought to cherish and
strengthen in every way; namely, the recognition of the station a s
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a n unbiased and unimpeachable fact-finding and truth-reporting
agency for agricultural and public welfare.
I n the early days. there was also another aspect of station activities which has clisappeared to a considerable degree with the
increasing efficiency of organization of land-grant college work
which yet had in it certain elements which we ought to cherish and
preserve as best we can. I allude to the fact that. prior to the
organization of the agricultural extension service, the scientists
a t the experiment station were called upon t o give both resident
and field instruction in agricultural practice, often to a n extent
much beyond that which could be justified as the making public
or putting into effect of the results of their own investigations.
The sharper clifferentiation between the teaching and the research
function in recent years. and particularly, the organization of the
extension service. has diminished the demand unon station workers
for extraneous teaching services; but it has also shut off to a
very considerable extent the direct contact of these station workers
wit11 the farmers of the state; and there is a real serious difficulty
confronting the station administration to keep alive any appreciative recognition of the source of the knowledge which is being
imparted through extension teaching. There is also a real loss
to the research worker if the lack of opportunity to present the
constructive results of his studies climinisl~eshis sense of responsibility to secure such results and of that achievement which comes
from the presentation of these results to appreciative audiences.
At the time of the preparation of this paper, I was not quite
sure what would be the nature of the audience to which it would
be presented. Hence, I was at a loss to know whether the most
effective discussion of the topic would be a presentation of a series
o f striking contributions of experiment stations to agricultural
science and practice which would be interesting and perhaps convincing to a farmer audience, but more o r less stale repetition
of familiar material to other scientists; or whether a more
academic tliscussion of the place of station research in the pu1)lic
economy would be of more interest and use to this audience. I t
seemed to me, however, that there could be no question as t o the
propriety o f emphasizing on this occasion the place and importance
of the leadership which experiment stations have had and should
have in the agriculture of the state and na t'lon.
The retirement from active service during the past five years of
such imposing figures in American agricultural history a s Esperiment Station Directors 14~oodsof Maine, Rrool<sof Massachusetts,
Jenkins of Connecticut, Jordan of New York, Armsby of Pennsylvania, Thorne of Ohio. and Davenport of Illinois has given excellent opportunity for the evaluation of personal and individual
leadership in these fields. More than this, it has called attention
to the guiding principles upon which their unquestioned leadership
was based. I t would be impossible. in the brief space of thls

paper, to adequately review the publicly expressed opinions of all
of these men concerning the service which they have sought to
have their institutions render to the cause of agricultural development. B u t a few quotations selected a t random from the many
gems of concise and illuminating statements which came from their
pens will serve t o illustrate the viewpoints which these sages of
American agricultural research brought to their work.
D r . Armsby is quoted as having said, after first pointing out the
purpose of the station to select for study problems which appear to
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Thirteen acres purchased in 1921. View showing laboratory and greenhouse erected in 1924.

be of most immediate practical importance: "It will seek to d o
thorough, conscientious work; to do a few things well, rather
than many superficially." Concerning the function of the Experiment Station, he maintained that this is not the inlpossible task of
giving the farmer recipes suited to every conceivable emergencynot a device to save the farmer the trouble of thinlcing-but rather
to enlarge the farmer's lcnowledge, to make I ~ i mthink more; and
he maintained that it is only to the extent that the farmer can by
his own thinlcing digest and utilize the Station's help that the h t t e r
may expect to assist him permanently and effectively; he said."The
true field of the experiment station is the farmer's mind, not his
acres."
Dr. Thorne's view may be fairly well summarized in the following quotation: "The agricultural experiment station is a necessary
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and indispensable complement to the college of agriculture. f o r the
experiment station is both the crucible in which theories are tested
and the fine gold of truth is separated from the dross of error.
and the instrument of research by which further progress is made
into the realm of the unknown. After all is said. it is to the soil
and its secrets that we must turn for the material progress of the
race; and when material progress ends the intellect will also
stagnate."
Dr. Jordan's views a r e well known to most of you. They may
be summarized in the following sentences quoted from different
addresses made by him on several occasions: "The greatest and
most permanent acquisitions that have come to agriculture a s an
art during the past fifty years are the outcome of profound
scientific study." "\Ve should guard against centering a n experiment around facts or conditions which are of merely local or
temporary importance." T o this he added that agricultural literature "is already cluttered with so-callecl practical conclusions that
in a brief time will be swept into the rubbish corner." H e held
that experiments should "deal with matters of general ancl permanent utility." ancl that tlie contributions which I~ave really
enricl~eclagricultural practice "are mostly those which have been
proclaimed from the inner temple of science," and that "the discoveries of scientific truth which are to-day blessing the farmer
in his daily toil a r e mostly those which have been reached through
the severest and most searching investigations."
Expressed in other terms than those which I have just quoted.
I think that it may be said that it is the duty ancl tlie opportunity
of a state experiment station to contribute to the agriculture of
the State ancl nation such information concerning the problems of
agriculture a s can be ascertained by the scie~ztificilzethod of investigation rather than the results of practical experience in farm
operation. Presumably, it is not necessary to explain to this audience what I mean by the sciej~tificiiietliod; but a word a s to its
application to the problems of agriculture may not be amiss.
Briefly, it may be said that modern science seeks to understand
the laws of nature rather than simply to learn her facts. The
scientific method consists in bringing together a s many related
facts o r phenomena a s possible in order to develop therefrom a
theory as to the probable cause for the.observed facts, then to test
this theory by every possible critical analysis to the end that the
theory may finally be recognized and adopted as a n hypothesis o r
law on which later plans may be .safely based. I n substance. the
scientific method is to study facts with the view to the discovery
of fundamental laws, in order that working practices may be based
on these laws, rather than upon empirical recipes or so-called
"rules-of-thumb."
Of course, a knowledge of the facts themselves is a necessary
part in the development of agricultural practice, and the calls for

information which come to the experiment station a r e usually
requests for such facts or for rules of practice which can be followed without any particular thought concerning the fundamental
principle involved. While this kind of information may satisfy
the immediate needs of the individual farmer or fruit-grower.
progress in the development of a sound agricultural practice and
an intelligent farming population is much more to be expected
from a more fundamental and better established knowledge of
the laws o f nature with reference t o crop growth, animal
production, etc.

\'ie\v during Field Day, August 1924. This farm contains thirty-five
acres, of which twenty acres were purchased in 1911, and fifteen acres in
IgIj. On this farm are conducted many experiments in plant breeding,
spraying and fertilizing of orchard, field and garden crops.

I n the earlier stages o f agricultural experiment station work,
before these principles were so well appreciated. the investigations
were largely elementary in character and based largely on observations? comparative trials, and simple field experiments which did
not seriously attempt to establish the underlying principles. T h e
results of these early experiments have been very useful and have
supplied a fund of information on which much of the succe sful
agric~iltural practice a t the present time is based. Theresbvill
almost certainly continue to be need for carefully controlled experiments of this kind in order to furnish accurate information to
farmers concerning matters of farm practice about which their
own individual experiences lead them to be in doubt. But there
ought to be a continually increasing fund of fundamental lcnowl-
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edge of agricultural science going abroad in the land, so that there
will be steadily less and less of these questions which the intelligent farmer is unable to understand and answer for himself.
Having dwelt thus at some length on the necessity for research
which shall be fundamental in character so that it will lead t o
intelligent knowledge rather than "rule-of-thumb" recipes as the
basis for farm practice, I turn now to a consideration of the means
to be used, or the general method of attack upon problems of this
kind. Here, I find myself apparently somewhat at variance with
the attitude which seems to have been taken by some of my illustrious predecessors in administration of agricultural research.
For a long time, there has been among university scientists a school
of workers who have held that real advance in human knowledge
can be made only by the study of purely natural phenomena.
These scientists have scrupulously avoided the study of plants and
animals which have economic uses and have confined their
researches to those phenomena which have had no artificial influences in their development. Such men will have nothing to do
with a study of cultivated varieties of fruits, for example, saying
that the natural basis for their classification has been disturbed
by the domestication process. T o men of this type, the so-called
"practical application" of science is a commercial, non-intellectual
process which is beneath the dignity of a true scientist. Such
conceptions used t o be common arid discussions of the relative
merits of so-called "pure science" and "applied science" were
numerous and acrimonious. I have thought that I have observed
a n influence of the earlier academic viewpoint upon some of the
announced plans for the development of agricultural research.
Fortunately. however. Dr. Armsby's statement that experiment
station problems must be those which are of most immediate practical importance has generally been the guiding principle in the
selection of the problem t o be worked witli and generally also
in the selection of the material with which the investigations a r e
to be made.
There are still many college faculties which insist on the preservation of the A.B. degree as an insignia of true education and
culture and hold that the B.S. degree should indicate the completion of a course of vocational study which is in itself less intellectual or less cultural than the non-vocational arts course. These
ideas, which were more prevalent and more pronounced twentyfive years ago than they are now, have undoubtedly had some influence upon the minds of some of the men whose opinions with
reference to the character of the best research work in agricultural
science I have quoted above. Personally, I came up through the
science course of a university with a fixed conviction that all of the
necessary elements of a real education can be obtained through
the study of the materials and facts of every-day life and surroundings as well as, or better than. through the study of dead

languages, ancient art, or foreign physical surroundings. I have
felt that the same powers of memory and of reasoning can be
developed through the study of current literature, laws and customs
as well a s of those of by-gone ages. I have believed that just a s
keen an appreciation of beauty of form, of expression and of life
can be developed through a sympathetic study of Nature a s she
manifests herself it1 the forest, lakes, mountains and fields about
us and o f the wonderful creations of men in our cities, transportation lines, etc., as by the study of the paintings of old Masters!
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This field was purchased in 1900, with additions in 1905 and 1908 totaling
allout IOO acres. I n background a t left, red pine and at right Scotch pine,
seventeen years after setting. I n foreground, white pine, six years after
setting.

the ancient cathedrals or the splendors of profligate civilization
of by-gone days. I have steadily held the conception that the
powers of accurate observation, logical reasoning, and sound
deduction can be just as well developed by the study of the
phenomena of nature with which we are surrounded and in everyday contact a s by any degree of profound consideration of those
things which are without any taint of economic use or practical
application. I n short, I have grown u p with the conviction that
a real education may be obtained using the facts, phenomena, and
materials of every-clay life a s the materials with which to illustrate
o r from which to derive the principles which are to be learned.
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\?'ith these ideas in my mind, I naturally feel that the materials
with which we are to worlc at the experiment station should be
those which a r e of common occurrence and of practical use on the
farms and in the orchards, etc., of our own State. T h e study,
by the scientific method, of any problem in agricultural science o r
practice will, I believe, be a s certain of giving accurate data for
tlie solution of the problem in question and a t the same time will
yield a fund of practical working information such a s cannot be
secured if the materials worked with are foreign to our everyclay working conditions. For example, it seems to me that the
stutly of a problem in plant breeding may better be carried on with
wheat. raspberries, or some other economic crop and be so planned
that the results of the investigation may yield an improved new
strain of field or garden crops, than with larkspurs, sweet peas.
or skunk cabbage. Similarly, other things being equal, I shoulcl
prefer to use swine instead of guinea pigs for studies of animal
nutrition, chickens instead of pigeons, for studies of deficiency
diseases, etc. T o be sure, it is sometimes simpler and easier, and
often cheaper, to use non-economic plants or animals for studies
of general fundamental principles of heredity, nutrition, diseaseresistaace, etc. Eut as a general principle, it seems to me to be
wise to have a definite economic improvement of the species, o r
some profitable end in view, at tlie same time that the data necessary from the establishment of the fundamental principle in question is being sought.
I n other words, I would have the Station worker seelc to secure
funclan~entalscientific principles. but a t the same time "lieep his
feet on the ground" in clioosing his matterial and planning his
analytical studies.
Perhaps I can best illustrate the service which the station renders
to agriculture by using the simile of the doctor as an agency for
promoting human health. Each community needs to have its
local doctor who can be called upon a t any time to give advice and
render assistance for immediate needs, bringing to the community
the best that is ltnown concerning sanitation, campaigns against
communicable diseases, and the curing of the ills of his constituents. But the local practitioner is not a research investigator, the
latter is always located a t some hospital or city laboratory where
the necessary clinical material and specialized equipment for the
study of new diseases or new methods'of combating known ones
are available. T h e medical research worker conducts his experiments with all the scientific sliill which he possesses, until the new
operation the new method of treatment or the new plan of protection of public health is well established; then he publishes his
findings and intelligent citizens everywhere follow his advice so
f a r as they are able to understand it and apply it. But when their
individual problem gets beyond the scope of their own learning o r
ability, they call upon the local doctor, who brings to their service

the results of the researches a t as many laboratories a s possible.
as well a s those of his own experience in dealing with these matters
of health.
Now, if we apply this simile to agricultural needs, i t is plain
that the local dbdtor represents the 'local agricultural extension
worker, the county agent, or his assistant. H e ought to be near
a t hand and always available with skillful advice and assistance a s
needed. H e should conduct demonstrations, give public instruction, and personal assistance in all matters whlch are sufficiently
established to be past the experimental stage. H e may even conduct simple experiments of his own, provided he does not under-

take experiments which may result disastrously to his constituents,
o r interfere with his readiness to render the service for which his
constituents call rightfully upon him. T h e research worker is
located a t the experiment station where the clinical material and
right equipment for his study are available. T h e research worker.
if he is to render real service. niust not let his investigations lead
him off into realms which have no connection with the agricultural
needs of his constituency, but he must be free to prosecute his
investigations without interruptions by calls to attend individual
needs for assistance. These latter ought to be provided for by the
local practitioners. But the research worker ought t o be in close
enough touch with the people and conditions which his study is to
benefit so that he will not be led away from a constant attempt
to meet a definite need for fundamental, sound, and scientific
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information which will be applicable to tlie conditions which he is
seeking to alleviate or improve.
I am in doubt that this admittedly academic discussion of the
relation of experiment station work to agricultural development
has been altogether appropriate to this occasion. I was emboldened to undertake it because it seemed to me to be so clearly tlie
lesson of experience of lialf a century of esperiment station work,
and that the historic figures of the Connecticut station were such
shining examples of the successful application. I know that I
have not done justice to the clear-minded convictions and brilliant
achievements of Johnson and Atwater, of Jenkins and Oshorne
and Mendel; but I have tried to raise aloft the lamp which i t
seems to me has guided their feet and illumined their pathway
to noteworthy achievements and world-wide honor and respect.
I hope that I have been able to say some things which modesty
might have prevented their saying.
I n closing, I wish to voice the debt of gratitude which we of the
nest younger generation of station worliers owe to the pioneers
in this field, not the least of whom are the members of the staff
of this Connecticut station whose fiftieth anniversary we are to-clay
celebrating. The earliest of our stations naturally had no other
experience to guide them. TVe have had their example. Fortunate has it been for us that the standards which they set were so
high and the ideals which they cherished so noble. O u r contributions to the exercises of to-dav are but a feeble attempt on
our part to recognize this debt. \\'e salute you, we congratulate
you, we wish for you years of atltled success and achievemetlt.

PRESENTATION
PORTRAIT OF DR. JENKINS

I t is my happy privilege to spealc on hehalf of the friends o f
Dr. Jenkins in presenting a portrait of him to the Agricultural
Experiment Station. This I am particularly glad to do, not only
because of my admiration for him and for his many public services. I ~ u talso because of our personal frienclship of many years'
stancling and an affectionate regard for him that is shared by a
great host of friends in this community and throughout the States.
I t is in no sense of fulsome praise that I say that Dr. Jenkins
has matlc the greatest individual contribution to the economic
tlevelopment of Connecticut. T h e very structure of Connecticut
Agriculture has been built upon the sound foundations laid
through his efforts ancl those of his associates.
I-Ii5 leaclersl~ip has restecl upon his al~ilityas a scientist and
executive; but he has also been a great educator of the people o f
the State. Tens of thousancls of farmers and men connected in
various ways with the asricultural industry have I~eenhis pupils
and are applying in pract~cewhat they have learned from him and
those working with him.
Few men have hat1 the opportunity to carry on a public work
for so long a period anti to see their efforts crowned with such
success. Few men have heen aide in so great a measure t o command the conficlence of the community. A man of simple anel
straightforward character, of rare judgment in public matters,
ancl seeking only what is in the interest of the community ant1
state, 11e has enlisteel the support of the people in his work to an
extent possible only by a great public servant. I s it any wonder
that the legislature could not refuse his requests for the support
of his work or that the people coulcl not fail to listen to his
instruction ?
His tact and fine judgment enal)letl. him to bring together in
effective effort the two I~ranchesof the experimental organizarion
in Agriculture ant1 to harmonize the research ant1 educational
undertakings of the State.
Associatecl with the early research enterprises in Agriculture
with Professor S. \V. Johnson, nearly fifty years ago, he soon
I~ecaniea leader whose influence was felt in the national work o f
building L ~ Iour agricultural experiment stations.
\lie love him for his service to the public, but even more for his
personal clualities. Possessetl of rare wit ancl felicity of expres-
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sion, he has always been under pressure to speak at public gatherings. Inspiring as a speaker and writer, with a broad vision in
public affairs and with a natural sympathy with the viewpoint of
the average man, he has unfailingly been able to command the
attention of those who have had the good fortune to hear him
speak or to read his written messages. I t is quite characteristic
that after a half century of arduous work devoted to public service he should continue his writing, as is illustrated by his admirable work on Connecticut Agriculture in Mr. Norris G. Osborn's
History of Connecticut. His influence continues, stimulating
those who have talcen up his oFficial work and those who are seelcing to measure up to his high standards of achievement in the
service of the State.
I t is with a deep sense of appreciation of what he has accomplished and with warm personal affection for him that his friends
present this portrait to the Agricultural Experiment Station.
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T h e Governing Board of the Sheffield Scientific School
of Yale University
extends its congratulations to the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
on the occasion of the celebration of the

Fiftieth Anniversary
oC the I'ounding of the Station, on Monday, October the twelfth, one thousand nine hundred and

twenty-five.
It isa matter of no little satisfaction to the Governing Board to recall that it has played, through
thc work and influcncc of a number of its members, an important pan in the devclopment of agriciiltuml scicnce in the Unitcd States and particularly thc work of the Connecticut Agricul~ral
Expcrimcnt Station. SUIUELW I L L I A M
JOHNSON,
for fifty-four years a member of the faculty of
the Slicfficld Scientific School, was a pioneer in agricultural science and was largely responsible
Tor the cstablishmcnt of the State Board of Agriculture and the first Agricultural Experiment Station, which to-day celcbratcs its semi-centennial. JOHNPITKINNORTON,
PORTER,
JOHNADDISON
H ~ K RBREWER
Y
are among those who took a keen interest in the work of the Agriand WILLIAM
culturnl Expcrimcnt Station and rcndcred it valuable service. There are also among the members
of thc Coxscrning Board at the present time several who are in one way or another contributing
to thc devclopment of agricultural science. It is the wish and hope of this Board that the close
affiliation that has always cxisted between the Connecticut Agricuimral Experiment Station and
the Shcfficld Scientific School may continue in future years.

Secretary
Printed at thc Yalc University Prca. in Ncw Havcn, Connecticut, in the year of Our Lord rhc onc thoumnd
nine hundred and twcnty-fifth and in the year of Yalc Univcrrity
the two hundrcd and twcnty-fifth.
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HL anniversary celebration of an inslitulion lhal hascompleted lilly yean o l successful work i s a iust

.

3 reason for pride and salisfaclion l o its bmrdof conlrol and lo the members of its slall. but we feel lhal

there is a special honor due to the Conneclicul Agriculluml Lxperimenl Slalion in having inauguraled
a movement for organized agricullural research lhal has been lollowed by every slale in Ihe nation.
It is our hope thal Ihe instilulion. so well founded as l o become an example. and so wisely direcled es lo
atlain such nolable dislinclion. may continue ils contribution lor Ihe fulure years.
Sipned.

Char/rr

L.

%tach,

For Ihe T ~ u t - mi Facully
Connelkul AOr*dlural Cd!e@

